
THE DRESS

The dress is a photograph that became a viral internet sensation on 26 February , when viewers disagreed over whether
the dress pictured was coloured.

Jenna Bromberg, senior digital brand manager for Pizza Hut , saw the dress as white and gold and quickly sent
out a tweet with a picture of pizza noting that it, too, was the same colours. As a result, not all areas in the
picture correctly show the actual colour of the light reaching the sensors of the camera. The only difference is
that the photo of the dress has not been intentionally, but accidentally distorted. By later that night, the number
of total notes had increased tenfold. The actual dress is blue and black. This person will probably have a hard
time to convince you that this is not a real banana. What are the take home messages? And you could see it in
my Twitter notifications because people started having conversations in, like, Spanish and Portuguese and
then Japanese and Chinese and Thai and Arabic. For example, the patch in the foreground of the images in
Figure 5 has the same colour i. It gives you that feeling of being completely comfortable in your own skin. He
attributes differential perceptions to differences in illumination and fabric priors, but also notes that the
stimulus is highly unusual insofar as the perception of most people does not switch. My brain attributes the
blue to the illuminant. Moreover, the position of the dress relative to the background plays a role. As a result,
colours in that photo are differ across screens because monitors have different properties, and even different
settings Brightness, contrast, colour temperature settings etc. Photo of the dress discussed in social media. The
perception of colour is based on the properties of the light wavelength composition that reaches the eye. It is
also possible that the interpretation of the illumination may be shaped by all kinds of experience rather than
being biologically predetermined. Now, this particular photo of the dress is highly ambiguous about how the
dress is illuminated. However, this is not the case for the dress. Due to the highlight of the ball they appear
golden. Colour scientists or other professionals may be a group that is particularly prone to see this set of
colours because they are particularly sensitive to the interplays between illuminations and object colours, and
hence of the lack of information about the illumination. Adams said cataracts or amber-coloured glasses can
slightly distort light and lead people to misperceive colours. In particular, the colours in that photo do not
appear like illuminated surfaces in a real scene, but like a self-contained, artificial configuration of colour
patches. That day, it was covered by The Daily Dot [37] and Mic. That chromatic axis varies from the pinkish
red of dawn, up through the blue-white of noontime, and then back down to reddish twilight. In reality there is
â€” most of the time â€” sufficient information about the illumination that allows for separating both factors,
surfaces of objects and illuminations. Taylor Swift 's tweetâ€”which described how while she saw it as blue
and black, the whole thing left her "confused and scared"â€”was retweeted , times and liked , times. Black and
gold are not adjacent in colour space, and the perceived shade of blue seems to be so unambiguous that it
cannot be mixed up with white. After creating a simple poll for users of the site, she left work and took the
subway back to her Brooklyn home. In particular, the dress might be illuminated by the same illumination as
the background.


